April Fools? T-Pain Says
Famous
Couple
Robert
Pattinson and FKA Twigs Are
Engaged
By Maggie Manfredi
Has this celebrity couple tied the knot?! According to
Usmagazine.com, T-Pain recently shared that Robert Pattinson
and FKA Twigs are engaged. The buzz came from an interview he
had recently with Vulture talking about FKA Twigs, ““The first
time we even met each other, we met in the studio. Her music’s
changed a lot since then. But she’s on tour so much, and
anytime I call her, she’s in a different place. And she’s
engaged now, so that’s about to be a whole other thing.”
Although there is no confirmation yet from the famous couple’s
camp we do know they exchanged promise rings earlier this
month. T-Pain later took to twitter to say the slip was
actually an April Fool’s joke.

We may be waiting a little longer
for this famous couple to walk down
the aisle! What are some perks to
keeping your wedding plans under
wraps?
Cupid’s Advice:
Love is such a wonderful thing, some people want to shout
about it from the rooftops others want to keep their

relationships private. Cupid has some tips for when you want
to keep your wedding plans a secret:
1. Sharing is trust: If you want to keep your plans secret
make sure the people you are telling are people that you
trust. Also, make it very clear that this is something you
would like to keep private so there is no confusion.
Related: Robert Pattinson is Dating English Singer FKA Twigs
2. Social Media: Watch what you post people! This is probably
the most important rule of our time. If you want something to
be under wraps keep it off your feeds and timelines and pages.
Related: Hollywood Couple Robert Pattinson and FKA Twigs Pack
on PDA on Miami Beach
3.Talk to your partner: Make sure that you are on the same
page about what you want friends, family and the general
public to know about your relationship status. Trust Cupid,
having this conversation up front will save you from possible
conflict in the future.
Do you think this famous couple is in fact engaged? Share your
predictions below!

